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14  Charles  Ijane
INew  Pork,   1\To¥o   10014

February  25,   1975

I)ear  Comrades,

Enclosed  is  a  copy  of  a  letter  that  I  wrot;e  to  a  comrade  in
India  in  the  course  of  a  discussion  between  us  on  i;he  nationc-^l  ques-
tion  in  India®    The  discussion was  initiated  around  a  draft  article
he  had  writ;ten  on  this  subjecto     \.thile  written  from  that;  specific
pc>int  of  view,  his  article  highlighted  several  impol`tant  aspects
of  the  national  quest;ion  of  a  more  general  character,   including
points  relevant  to  the  United  Stateso    These  include  such  questions
as  whet;hell  a  multi-natic)nal  state  is  hist;orically  "abnormal";     the
distinction between  a  state  and  a  nation;  the  process  of  nation-
form}ation;   the  criteria  i;o  define  a  nation,   a  nationality,  and  a
national  minority;  the  dist;inction between  self-determination,
natiorLal  autonomy  aml  cultural  autonony,   and  the  conditions  under
i^rhich  these  are  applicableo

Several  of  the  points  in  this  discussion may  be  of  interest  to
the  l`TaL-ional  Oommitteeo      I  have   edited  and.  abridgedL  my  original
lettei.  i;o  eliminate  secondary  points  of  limited  interesto    The
comrade  in  India  is  still  working  on his  article,  and  it  is  not  yet
completed  in  a  form  tliat  he  wishes  to  have  publishedo

Comradely,

•/`/un  #o

Gus  Horowitz
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I`Tew  York
September  19,   197£L

Dear   So,

Hel'e  al'e  t;he  observations  I  promised  to  send  you  on  the  docu-
ment,   "Cliitical  Remarks  on  the  National  Question  in  Indiao"     I
venture  these  observations  with  hesitation,  due  to  my  lack  of
knot,.7ledge  about   Indiao     Some  suggestions  below  are  made  with  tll.e
idea  that  the   "Critical  Remarkso®o"   document;  might  be  published,
and  thus  certain  points  would  require  more  explanation  for  a  non-
Indian  audiencea     And,   on  some  of  the  more  general  theoretical  ques-
tions,   I  became  inspirec.L  to  wl`ite  at  length  to  clal.ify  my  ovm
thought a a a a

A  multinational  state  [like  India]  is  not  an  abnormality;   on
the  contrary,   it  is  quite  commono     Thel`e  are  no   "ideal"   completely
homogeneous nation-stateso     Everywhere  there  are  intelinal  national,
socio-religious,  or  ethnic  divisions;   i;hese  are  a  result  of  histor-
ically  created  unevennesso

Even  in  the  very  long-established  bourgeois  nai=ion-states,
there  are  big  national  divisionso     Some  of  them  have  become  well
lmoT`m  because  of  the  rise  of  national  struggles  for  self-deterl]ina-
tion:     Blacks  and  Chicanos  in  the  USA,   the  Irish  people,   tbe
Basque  people  in  Spain,   the  Quebecois  people  in  Canacl.a,   and  otherso
In  acl.dition  i;o   these  well-1mown  examples,   i,-`re  can  see  the  continued
existence  of  national  minorities  in many  countries  that  are  socially
I'ather  12omogeneous:   L-he  Bretons  anc-l  others  in  France,   the  Scots  and•:`':k±c±to+rB::I-3i::i;t:;e:lei:rs}t:I+:]o:€P::I:a:ggEL;Spa:::±::e:::#::=±'

tries  like  Germanyo     An  int;e.Testi]ng  article  on  this  i;ype  of  situ-
ation  in  Jura,   Switzerland,   can  be  found  in  the  July  15,1974  issL'.e
of  Intel`continental  Press®

what  is  unusual  aboLi.t  India,   I  think,
1,reight;   of   t]1e
stat;e  of  End.ia

national  question,   stemming  f
is  the  great;  si)ecif ic
ron  the  division  of  the

into  so  many  sizable  nationalitieso     This  contrasts
with  t;he  usual  sit;uaijion  in  which  there  is  one  nationality  pre-
ponderant a a oo

**

[The  draft;  says  that]`India   "is  a   state  or  a  nat;iono®o"     Well,
it  certainly  is  a stab9,  but is  India  also  a  nation?    The  answer
to  this  important  question  is  not  obvious  to meo      -For   example,
thel`e  is  a  Soviet  state,  but  is  there  a  Soviet  nation?    Certainly
not-  in  the  sense  t}iat  there  is  a  French  nationo     Or  look  at  another

Z:i: ::t::::::E;;:lt.;utt:::ey::  :np:::Er::t:::t5:ore  accurately '  an
Oi.ten  there  ai.e  several  distinct  processes  going  on  at;  the

same  timeo     fythich  becomes  don.inant  is  det;ermined  by  the  vicissitudes
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of  historyo     The  Arab  nationality  includes  a  very  strong  tendency
towards  becoming  one  single  nation;  but  the  present  division  into
separate  Arab  states,  however  much  it  originated  as  an  artificial
construct  of  impel`ialism,   itself  introduces  a  dynamic  towards  the
evolution  of  separate  nationalitieso

In  the  Spanish-speaking  areas  of  Latin America,   can  we  speak
of  one  nation,  or  of  many  nations?    The  truth  is  probably  that  there
is  a  combination  of  both:     an  up-to-now  dominant  tendency  toward

:::¥::c::e?Eeofo::g?:::eoFa:i:ni:ff:::ii:;: a (E-:::i:I:o?i;i:;ical
::e=£e::ea::::o5any

non-Spanish-speaking,   native  American  peoples

Both  processes   (or  even  more  than  two)  can  be  dialectically
combined  at  i;he  same  timeo     I  think  it  is  most  accurate  t;o  speak
of  Palestinian AI`abs,   for  example,   not  only  as  AI`abs  by  nationality,
but  also  as  Palestinians  by  nationalit;yo     Both  pl.ocesses  are  going
on  simultaneouslyo

Tw'ith  this  in  mind,   would  it  make  sense  to   speak  of  someone
as  both  a  Gujarati  by  nationality  and  an  Indian by  nationality?
AI.e  both  processes  going  on?    Or  is  India  more  anal  gous  to  the
Soviet  Union  in  this  regard;     that  is,   can  India  be  considered
a  coercive  federal  union  of  separate  nations,  but  definitely  not;
one  nation?    There  are,   of  course,   important  differences  between
the  Soviet  Union  and  Indiao     India  has  a  far  older  history  t;ham
the  Soviet  Union  and  the  Czarist  Empire;   centralization  on  the
state  level  has  existed  in  India  for  a  long  time,  reinforcing
many  elements  of  a  common  cultural  heritage  throughout;  the  sub-
a. o nt inent o

An  interesting  point  to  keep  in  mind:     in  the  present  era  a
coercive  union will  usually  foster  the  pel`petuation  of  national
divisions,  but  a  voluntary  union  should  eventually  lead  to  the
merging  of  nationalitieso    The  latter  is  oul'  socialist  perspective,
although  we  do  recognize  that  it  will  t;ake  many  yearso

The  question  is  int;eresting  from  the  point;  of  view  of  an
obsel`ver  far  removed  from  the  actual  situationo     In  the  United
St;ates,  most  people  are  unfamilial`  with  India,   and  tend  to  think
of  the  inhabitants  of  India  as  one  nationality,  mainly  because  there
is  a  state  of  Indiao    At  the  same  time,   i;hey  tend  t;o  think  of  the
Spanish-speaking  inhabitants  of  Iiatin America  as  distinct  peoples,
because  i;hey  live  in  separate  stateso    Pet  the  Spanish-speaking
inhabitants  of  Latin  America  all  speak  t;he  same  language,   while
the  ir]ihabitants  of  India  speak  diffel'ent  languageso o o

Is  the  Hindi  language  imposecl.  on  the  non-Hindi-speaking  people
of  the  South  wit;h  a  gI'eater  degree  of  coercion  than  on  the  non-
Hindi-speaking  people  of  the  North?    If  so,  perhaps  this  should
be  explainedo     Outside  India,   it  is  not  widely  ]mown  t;hat  the
northern  Indian  languages  are  closely  related  t;o  each  othel`,  but
are  quite  distant  fl`om  the  southern  languagesooo

It-would   [also]  be  useful,   for  the  benefit;  of  a  non-Indian
aljLdience,   to  explain  which  nationalities  and  I.egions  are  favored
in  the  centl.al  governmental  apparatus.    Another  interesting  point
can  perhaps  be  made  hel'e  too:     while  there  is  favoratism  toll,'ard
Hindi-speakers  in  the  governmental  apparatus,   the  Hindi  regions  are
economically  less  advanced  than  some  ot;her  areas  of  Incl.ia®     This
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anomaly  is  not  unique  to  India,  by  the  wayo     In  Spain  the  Castilians,
and  in Yugoslavia  the  Serbs  are  the  politically  dominant  nation-
alities,  but;  they  are  less  advanced  economically  than  some  of  the
other  nationalities  in  these  countrieso    There  are  other  examples
as   well®oo®

**

I  think  that  the  ''classic  crib-erion"  defining  a  nation has
been  proved  inadequateo     For  example,   Blacks  in  the  United  States
do  not  live  in  a  common  territory,   and  their  common  language  is
English,  yet  they  a.re  most  definitely  a  distinct  nationalityo

One  cannot  define  a  nationality  by  easy  schemao     There  are  a
variety  of  factors  that  must;  be  taken  into  account--in  their
totality--in  determining  if  a  group  is  a  nationalityo    Among  these
factors,   a  group's  self-consciousness  is  pel`haps  most  importanto
The  existence  of  a  common  history  and  common  language  may  be  the
most  important  factors  shaping  that  self-consciousnesso    But  a  com-
mon  language  need  not  be  unique:     there  al'e  many  distinct  Spanish-
speaking,  French-spealcing,  and  English-speaking  nationalitieso    Ter-
ritoriality  is  important,  but  not  essential--it  is  the  totality  that
is  decisive®

By  the  way,   if  common  language  were  an  absolute  requirement;
of  nationality,  then you  would  have  to  say  that  Indians  are  not
a  nationality;  |you  would  have  to  say  that  i.`Thile  there  are  ciEEens
of  the  Indian  state  alrd  residents  of  the  Indian  subcontinent,  i;her.e
is  not  an  Indian peopleo    This  is  an  interesting  question,  because
India  is  not;  uniqueo     For  example,  Belgium  is  composed  primarily
ol-  Flemish-speaking  and  French-speaking  peopleo     Switzerland  is
composed  primarily  of  German-speaking,  French-Speaking  and  Italian-
speaking  people®     Is  there  such  a  thing  as  a  Belgian  or  a  Swiss
nationality?

To  help  make  the  discussion  clear,  I  should  point  out  i;he  way
in  which  I  prefer  to  use  t;he  terms,   "nation,"  "nationality,"  and''national  minoritya "

I  thiulc  it  is  useful  to  thiulf of  a  nationalit as  a  nation-in-
formation,
sovereign

and  a  nation  as  a  na
nation-stateo

a  nation,  whereas
ality®

tionality cli  has  established  a
Thus,   the  Fi.ench  people  can  be  considered

Black  people in  t;he  United  States  are  a  nation-

A  distinction  is  necessary  because  a  nation-in-format;ion  may
not  necessarily  ever  fc)]rm  its  own  nation-stateo     \,rhether  or  not;
Black  people  presently  living  in  the  United  St;ates  eveni;ually  form
their  ovm  nation-state  carmot  be  predicted.    Sepal.atist  sentiment
is  a  minority  sentiment  among  Black  people,  but  it  is  not  insig-
nificanto    Only  history  will  tello    Thus,  the  S.WP  calls  for  the

:;g8;±ge°:e::::i:±%::Pie  to  Self-determination,  but  we  do  not  now  ad_

Among  some  oppressed  nationalities  (nations-in-formation)  the
tendency  towards  formin
advocate
determina €::f)?O

sition i a  nation-state  can be  so  strong  that  we
going  beyond  defense  of  the

\Je  advocate  independence  for  Puerto
ht  of  self-
CO Angola,

and  Quebec;   we  advocat;e  L-he  unificat;ion  of  Ireland  and  of  the  Arab
peopleo    Perhaps  these  nationalities  could  be  called  nations,   in
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anticipation  of  the  futureo    But  history  is  so  full  of  surprises
that  I  would  urge  caution  in  doing  so®    The  very  act  of  forming  a
nation-st;ate,   and  undergoing  a  process  of  historical  development  as
a  sovel.eign nation-state,  is,  I  think,  essential  in making  the
qualitative  leap  from  nat;ionality  to  nation®     In  the  absence  of
forming  a  nation-state  other  historical  variants  are  possible  (for

:=agE:ea±5¥:±gfv5:i:ge:ft£:teLgsFnaEm€::€:: :g€2og=3any  and Austria ,
In  some  cases,  a  nationality  may  be  so  small,   or  have  undergone

a  historica.1  development  such  that  the  question  of  its  forming  a
separate  nation-state  is  not;  considered  a  serious  quest;ion by  the

:#:S:i:5::=:::€:{ig¥:Z€::§±€§:i:€:::3;J:I;§i!:;§e§::i:;§ngifa!:i:;::
autonony a )

I  have  deliberately  linked  the  definitions  with  our  policy  on
i;he  national  question®     I  think  that  the  description  of  a  group  as

3e::ii:=a!igx gI:o::£i:=!i::t::of;e(I:g;Ego:sfE:  SE:s:5:gi:i  g:::-
of  oppressor  nationalities)a    That  is,   a  group  can be  considered  a
nationality  when  the  question  of  possibly  forming  a  separate  nation-
state  or  winning  national  autonomy  is  posed  as  a  I`ealistic  variant
of  development®

tional  minoritieso
this  term  has  been  app-lied  to  members  o    a

This  leaves  the  question  of  na
rec08nl

(different  thai r`[exicans) a

Usually
zed  nation  or

nationalit;y  living  as  minorities  in  a  countl`y  other  than their
homeland.

dent ::in::5:::rtg:fr|:Pfiiefo:o ex¥:E::nfnw:::{:g: :f:E:r: ::|Ia :::i-
nunbers  of  Spanish,  Portuguese,  Algerian,  Italian,  Turkish  and
Yugoslav  workers  living  and  working  in  countries  other  than  their
oi.m®     It  is  widely  assumed  that  almost  all  will  retul.n  to  their
countries  of  origin  after  several  yearso    But  it  would  be  wise  not
to  be  too  categorical  about  this  assumption®

The  term  national  minority  is  also  applied  to  the  first  few
generations  of  long-term  immigrants  i;o  a  country:     for  example,  the
Irish,  Poles,  russians,  and_  Italians  in past  years  in  the  United
States®    These  groups  have  become  assimilated,   and  I  doubt  that  it
is  colirect  to  describe  them  tocl.ay  as  national  minorities®     They
are  sometimes  called  ''ethnic  groups®"

But  aE5similation  does  not  ali'rays  occur.     In  Brit;aim,   the
immigrants  from  the  Indian  subcontinent  are  strongly  oppressed,
and  may  not  become  assimilatedo     In  the  Uhited  States,   the  Chicanos,
who  originate  partly  as  descendants  of  the  nineteent;h  century  in-
habit;ants  of  the  Southwest  prior  to  its  takeover  by  the  expanding
LTnitecl  States  and  partly  from  more  recent  immigrants  from  Mexico,
have  not  been  assimilatedo     Inst;Cad,  they  have  developed  into  a
distinct  national

At  present,   the  Puerto  Rican  immigrants  in  the  U®So   are  an
Pipe_ri_ty..   It  is  not  yet-clear  whether:     1o   they

1  minol'ity  in  the  U®So ,  belonging  to  the  same
Oppressed  national
will  I`emain  a  nat-|Ona
nationality  as  Puerto  Ricans  in  Puerto  Rico;     2.  i;hey  will  develop
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into  a  distinct  nationality  like  the  Chicanos;    3o    they  will
become  assimilated;     4®  most  will  Pet;urn  to  Puerto  Rico,   as  Euro-
pean  immigrant  workers  are  expected  to  doe     (I  think  that  the  last
two  alternatives  are  very  unlikelyo)

In  some  cases,  natiorral  minorities  have  existed  as  such  for
manjv  years  without  being  assiHilatedo     Sometimes  they  play  a  specific
socio-economic  role,  not  always  at  the  bottom  of  the  ladder:     the
Chinese  in  Southeast  Asia,  the  Indians  in  East  Africa,  the  Armenians
in  the  Middle  East,   the  Germans  in  Eastern  Europe.

Following  the  method  I  mentioned  earlier,  the  appl`opriate
policy  of  Marxists  with  regard  to  oppressed  national  minorities  is
to  call  for  national  autonomyo     There  can be  varying  degrees  of
national  autonony,  depending  on  the  specific  circumstanceso    Na-
tional  autonomy  can  include  those  elements  of  governmental  admin-
istration  that  fall  short  of  control  over  a  separate  state  (self-
refers  to  questions  of  governm
to  national

autonony,  like  self-determination,
ent,  which  are  applicable  in  relation

groupso     It  should  be  distinguishec.i
autonomy,   `.thich  can  be

from  cultural
applicable  in  relation  to  ethnic ol'  Socio-

religious  groups,   as  well  as  national  groups®

categ::::1:p?n:ti5£,an:±±:i;eL:#?fi;C±£5n::£¥£::[±%£)?hrs:r£:g:I::e
might  better  speak  of  one  category,  that  of  nationality,  of  which
there  are  two  special  types:     1®     nations,   in  cases  i,..7here  a  nation-
ality  has  fol`med  it;s  own  sovereign  nation-state;     2®     national
minorities,  who  live  in  countl'ies  other  than  the  one  to  whose
nationality  they  belongo

The  most  important  thing,  of  course,   is  not  the  term  or  the
definition,  but  the  policies  and  d.emands  we  put  forward  in  this
areao     For  us,   the  question  is  definitely  not  academico

It  is  also  important  to  realize  that  we  al`e  not  talking  about
categories  that  are  fixed  for  all  t;ime,  or  i;hat  are  mutually  ex-

:=:i:?;ntf gfo:£etE::rE:gin§o:Sh:eg??i:g:le:::3I:5yc:ge:;gi:e  into
a  nationality  (Chicanos)  distinct  from  its  original  oneo     Because  a

gi:I::!::::yp::c:£g  ::mgoi¥eotfaieg;:EEa:aEr::::¥o:oe::::1:?:n

::::;:i:5::!g::i:E::::i:i:::i:::iz:r::;]E:i5:i::ii:::::::;s::dlndia':
and  Baluchistan  was  an  important;  factor  in  shaping  these  peoples
as  distinct  nationalitieso

Aside  from  the  large  nationalities  that  al'e  mentioned  in  the
document,   such  as  i;he  Andhras,  Malayalis,   etco,  many  smaller  groups
are  left  out;a    The  Eighth  Schedule  to  the  constitution  of  India
lists  15  major  languages  spoken  in  Indiao     But  that  does  not  tell
the  i,`,7hole  story.     The  1961   census  lists
India,   of  which  only  103  are  non-Indian!

'   S3`: mother  tongues  in
sn't  this  indicate  that;

tit.ere  al'e  some  significant  national  minol`ities,  in  add.ition  to  the
macior  nationalities  in  India?

Of  course,  -Host  of  these  mother  tongues  are  probably  spoi:en
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by  very  few  people;     many  are  undoubtedly  tl.ibal  languages®     Perhaps
the  term  '!ethnic  groups"  is  most  appropl.iate  in  these  caseso     I
confess,  however,  that  I  i;end  to  dislike  this  term,  because  it  is
used  so  often. by.bourgeois  sociologists  to  cover  up  the  existence
of  a  national  question®

We  should  look  at  these  cases  very  carefullyo    After  all,  it
is  precisely  oLi.t  of  ''ethnic"  groups,  and.  also  out  of  "socio-
religious"  groups  that  nationalities  are  often  cl.eatedo    It  is  a
matter  of  trying  to  detemine  when  the  qualitative  step  has  been
talcen  fl'om  an  ''ethnic"  ol`  "socio-religious"  gI.oup  into  a  ''nation-
ality®"    This  process  is  not  historically  completedo    One  of  the
effects  of  the  Bolshevik  revolution,  for  example,  was  the  flowering
of  national  self-consciousness  among  some  groups  in  the  Soviet  areas
of    sia      at  had  not  previously  been  classified  as  nationalities,
but  wel.e  thought  of  more  as  ''ethnic"  ol.  "socio-I'eligious"  groups.a..

Regards,

Gus  Horowitz


